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54 сентября 2012 в 13:34. Bosch Esi Tronic, 2013 DCMDW,iNTEK Sharp Driver
Emulator,Keygen,Crack/MS Office,Crack. Регистрация с ботов.Q: How to get OutputStream from
OutputStream from void in InputStream I am trying to create a custom ImageView with android that
allows us to draw. For that reason I try to have a custom path that you can draw with it. I found the
path that I want and want to save it. This is my code: OutputStream outStream = new
FileOutputStream(path) byte[] buff = new byte[1024]; while ( ( read = inStream.read(buff) > 0) )
outStream.write(buff, 0, read); outStream.flush(); outStream.close(); inStream.close(); But if I want
to have an OutputStream I need to write some code. How can I just create a OutputStream without a
method? like this: OutputStream outStream = new FileOutputStream(path); ???
outStream.write(buff, 0, read); outStream.flush(); outStream.close(); inStream.close(); A: You can
make a factory class like this, which you can call with FileOutputStream and that does the trick.
public class FileStreamCreator { public static OutputStream createFileStream(final File file) {
FileOutputStream fos = new FileOutputStream(file); return fos; } } You can call it like this File file =
new File("c:/temp"); OutputStream outStream = FileStreamCreator.createFileStream(file); // do
something with outStream EDIT: I'll explain this in a little more detail. In Java, every variable must
have a type. So, when you write FileOutputStream fos = new FileOutputStream(file), this means that
you are creating a variable named fos, which is declared as an OutputStream, and the right-hand
side of the assignment is also
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